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softwareQ: Registry settings not getting saved when I run the VBscript which opens the browser I am working on a VBscript to
open a browser and that VBscript will create some registry values in the
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Microsoft\Windows\CurrentVersion\Internet Settings. In the registry, it is working
fine. But it is not saving the settings. Any ideas? Here is the code: Set objShell = CreateObject("Shell.Application")
objShell.ShellExecute "url to the url", "", "", "runas", 1 objShell.WaitForReady() GetTempPath =
objShell.NameSpace(Registry.CurrentUser).OpenSubKey(".\Temp").GetSubKeyNames() For x = 0 to ubound(GetTempPath)
Set Mydir = CreateObject("WScript.Shell") Mydir.Run "C:" & GetTempPath(x) & "" Set Mydir = Nothing Next 'Get the value
of the temp folder Do Until
objShell.NameSpace(Registry.CurrentUser).OpenSubKey(".\Temp").Item("TEMP").subkeys.items.count = 0
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Video References Category:Audio mixing software Can programmers finally code for happy users? - ori ====== orijing
Article is so badly written. For one thing, the author needs to proofread. Most of the article was complaining about the fact that
programmers don't think about "happy users" enough. But any user can be "happy" too. For example, if I'm a user of a car that
has a leak in a gas tank, I'm not going to be happy at the rate it's leaking out or the fact that it's leaking out. But I'm perfectly ok
with the situation. Perhaps happy people come from all different walks of life, so it's not "some developers" who don't think
about "happy users". ------ jamesk2 What? What are you talking about. Such a stupid headline. And the fact that the main point
is wrong and/or stupid is completely ignored in this story/article. ------ anamax Do happy users think less about programming?
Q: Pickling exception: can not pickle object " I'm passing two objects in the same class, and the second one is supposed to
modify the first object, but when I tried to pass the instance of the class to the serializer using "pickle", it always end up with
this error: : Memory Error objects.> I don't know how to fix it, I'm a beginner in Python programming class Database: def
__init__(self, dbo): self.dbo = dbo def insert_table_name(self, key): entry_into_dbo = self.dbo[key]
self.dbo.insert(entry_into_dbo) def update_table_name(self, key, entry): entry_into_dbo = self. 3da54e8ca3
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